We demonstrate new routines for sparse multivariate polynomial multiplication and division over the integers that we have integrated into Maple 14 through the expand and divide commands. These routines are currently the fastest available, and the multiplication routine is parallelized with superlinear speedup. The performance of Maple is significantly improved. We describe our polynomial data structure and compare it with Maple's. Then we present benchmarks comparing Maple 14 with Maple 13, Magma, Mathematica, Singular, Pari, and Trip.
Introduction
There are two polynomial representations that computer algebra systems mainly use: the distributed representation and the recursive representation. In the distributed representation a polynomial is stored as a sum of terms, e.g.: f = 9 xy 3 z − 4 y 3 z 2 − 6 xy 2 z + 8 x 3 + 5 xy 2 .
The terms are often sorted. They are sorted above in the graded lexicographical ordering with x > y > z, so the terms of highest total degree come first and ties are broken by lexicographical (alphabetical) order. Computer algebra systems that use the distributed representation by default include Maple, Mathematica, Magma, and Singular.
In the recursive representation polynomials are stored as univariate polynomials in one variable with coefficients that are (recursive) polynomials in the remaining variables. For example, f = 8 x 3 + (9 z)y 3 + (−6 z + 5) y 2 x + (−4 z 2 )y 3 .
Polynomial arithmetic uses univariate algorithms (in x) with coefficient arithmetic (in Z[y, z]) performed recursively. Computer algebra systems that use the recursive representation by default include Maxima, Reduce, Pari, and Trip. It is widely believed that the recursive representation is generally more efficient than the distributed representation for multiplying and dividing sparse polynomials. See, for example, the work of Stoutemyer (15) and Fateman (3) . However, in (10) we found that algorithms based on heaps together with efficient monomial representations can make the distributed representation faster than the recursive representation. Heap based algorithms can run in the CPU cache without accessing memory heavily or generating any intermediate "garbage". This lends them to efficient parallelization on multicore processors. In 1975 Johnson (8) presented an algorithm for multiplying two polynomials in the distributed representation. Let f = f 1 + f 2 + · · · + f m and g = g 1 + g 2 + · · · + g n . Johnson's algorithm uses a binary heap to merge the partial products {f 1 · g, f 2 · g, . . . , f m · g} in O(mn log min(m, n)) monomial comparisons. We show in (9) how to modify the heap so that for dense polynomials only O(mn) comparisons are done. This is needed to have good performance on both sparse and dense problems. In (10) we present an algorithm to divide sparse polynomials that uses a heap and has the same complexity as multiplication. And in (11) and (12) we present parallel algorithms for sparse polynomial multiplication and division that achieve superlinear speedup often, a factor of 5 on a 4 core machine.
Polynomial Data Structures
The performance of any algorithm also depends on the data structure that is used to represent polynomials. Here we describe sdmp, our data structure, and compare it with the distributed representation used by The main reason why Maple is slow is that multiplying and comparing monomials is slow. For example, to multiply xy 3 z by yz 2 , Maple allocates an array long enough to store the product x 1 y 4 z 3 and computes it in a loop with a merge. Since exponents can be integers, rational numbers, or floating point constants, exponent addition involves a function call and a dispatch. Next Maple hashes the resulting monomial to determine if this monomial already exists in memory. All of this requires many function calls and many loops. Singular does much less work but still uses many machine cycles. How fast can one multiply and compare monomials?
In the graded lexicographical ordering with x > y > z, we can encode monomials x i y j z k in 64-bit machine words as the integer (i + j + k)2 48 + 2 32 i + 2 16 j + k, that is, storing the 4 integers (i + j + k, i, j, k) using 16 bits each. A monomial comparison becomes one machine integer comparison and a monomial multiplication becomes one machine integer addition provided the degrees are not too large to cause overflow. The figure below shows how our system sdmp represents the polynomial
in the above graded monomial ordering. An integer coefficient x is stored in place as 2x + 1 if |x| < 2 B−2 , where B = 64 is the word size of the machine. For larger coefficients we store pointers to GMP integers (see (5)) which we distinguish by their least significant bit.
This idea of packing multiple exponents into a word dates back to the Altran computer algebra system (7) in 1971. This was a period when RAM memory was very limited. Few general purpose computer algebra systems developed since Altran have used this idea, presumably because they did not want to limit the degrees of polynomials or the number of variables. Today, however, CPUs and operating systems have moved to 64-bits decisively. This allows us to pack monomials in many variables with high degrees into one word. In 1998 (1), Bachmann and Schönemann experimented with packings for different monomial orderings to speed up polynomial divisions in the distributed representation for Gröbner basis computations. Our software supports several monomial orderings including graded and pure lexicographical order and the ability to pack monomials into multiple machine words.
Maple 14 Integration
In Maple, the expand and divide commands perform multiplication and exact division of multivariate polynomials with integer and rational coefficients. When the polynomials involved have few terms, multiplication or division is done directly in the Maple kernel which is programmed in C. Otherwise, a library routine 'expand/bigprod' or 'expand/bigdiv' is invoked which allows for more sophisticated algorithms to be used. For example, in Maple 13, for dense multivariate polynomials, Maple switches to using a recursive representation in one of the variables and then expands (divides) resursively the coefficients in the remaining variables. These two routines are programmed in Maple's interpreted language.
Our approach has been to modify these routines. For polynomials with integer coefficients, we convert them to our sdmp data structure, automatically packing monomials into as few words as possible. Since Maple's sum-of-products representation is not sorted in a monomial ordering, we next sort terms. Then we multiply (divide) using our C library and convert the product (quotient) back to Maple's sum-of-products representation. For polynomial multiplication we pack monomials using pure lexicographical order to minimize the number of machine words needed to encode the monomials in the product. For polynomial division, however, we use the graded monomial ordering because no exponent overflow in a multivariate division can occur in this ordering.
Although the conversions are programmed in C, for sparse multiplications where the product has O(#f · #g) terms, e.g., for f (x) = a n x n + · · · a 1 x + a 0 and g(y) = b m y m + . . . b 1 y + b 0 , the conversion of the product to Maple's sum-of-products representation can account for over 80% of the time. Partly for this reason, we are working with Maplesoft to make our sdmp data representation the new default representation in Maple. Maple will support two main representations. If all monomials of a polynomial in one or more variables can be packed into one machine word in the graded monomial ordering, Maple would will use our sdmp representation. Otherwise the polynomial will be stored in Maple's existing sum-of-products representation. Our thinking is that on a 64 bit computer, many (most?) multivariate polynomials encountered in practice will be stored using our representation. This will not only eliminate conversion overhead but also reduce significantly the space Maple needs to store polynomials.
Benchmarks
The following table illustrates the gains in performance that are obtained from using our routines in Maple 14 when compared with Maple 13. We used an Intel Core i7 920 CPU running at 2.66GHz with hyperthreading disabled. This is a 64 bit machine with 4 cores. All times reported are real times, not cpu times, in seconds. The Maple 13 and 14 timings are for excecuting the expand(f1*g1), divide(p1,f1,'q1') and factor(p1) commands, that is, they include conversion overhead. For Maple 14, we report two timings, firstly, the time for Maple 14 running with 1 core, and secondly, with 4 cores. Also shown is the %age of the real time spent in conversion and other overhead.
Our closest competitor is Trip (4), a computer algebra system for celestial mechanics. We report two times for Trip. The first (RS) is for Trip's recursive sparse polynomial data structure, the second (RD) is for Trip's recursive dense polynomial data structure. Like Maple 14, polynomial multiplication in Trip is parallelized. Both timings reported for Trip are for 4 cores. 
We also see a substantial gain in performance on polynomial factorization from the improvements to polynomial multiplication and division. This is because the algorithm for factoring f (x, y, z) starts by factoring the univariate polynomial f (x, y = a, z = b), where {a, b} are small integers, and it recovers {y, z} in the factors of f (x, y = a, z = b) using a process called "Hensel lifting". Hensel lifting consists of a sequence of polynomial multiplications and some divisions. Most of the time spent factoring f (x, y, z) is in the polynomial multiplications in the Hensel lifting.
The parallel multiplication algorithm in Maple 14 generally uses fewer CPU cycles in total than the sequential algorithm, due to its efficient use of extra cache from each core -see (11) . We obtain some parallel speedup on the factorization benchmarks "for free", however the speedup is not as large as one would hope. This is because for smaller polynomial multiplications, the conversions to and from Maple's data structure are sequential and incur substantial overhead.
One can see that for the sparse benchmark, p 2 = f 2 (f 2 + 1), the systems which use a recursive dense representation (Pari and Trip) take longer but multiplication and division in the other systems is essentially the same as for the first benchmark. Note Magma (see (14) ) factors p 2 in 6.81 seconds by substituting x 2 = u, y 2 = v, z 2 = w and factoring p 2 (u, v, w) = f 2 (u, v, w)(f 2 (u, v, w) + 1) then verifying that f 2 (x, y, z) and f 2 (x, y, z) + 1 are irreducible.
5 What we presented at the ISSAC 2010 Sofware Presentation session 1 . Picture of the data structures used in Maple 13, Singular, Pari, and our new data structure indicating why Maple is slow and showing the monomial encoding we use.
